Wren’s Nest
1050 Ralph David Abernathy Blvd.
Atlanta, GA 30310
Attn: Jim Auchmutey
Meredith Deeley
Dear Jim & Meredith,
The Southeastern Institute of Paranormal Research conducted multiple Virtual
Paranormal Investigations at the Wren’s Nest on the following dates: Saturday,
September 19th, Friday, October 16th, Friday, October 23rd, and Saturday, October 30th,
2020.
All SIPR team members are “sensitives” meaning they have spiritual and psychic gifts.
Mandy is able to connect and communicate with spirits with her flashlight. This is
specific to Mandy as we have attempted this kind of communication before and have had
limited success. She is able to connect and communicate. We believe this is one of
Mandy’s many spiritual gifts as she is also able to hear (Clairaudience) and see them.
Ryann is an empath. She senses spirit emotions easily and is able to connect and
communicate with spirits in this way. She attempts to use her empathic gifts for healing
wayward spirits and is a master at learning to ground oneself.
Doug is a multi-gifted sensitive. He senses spirits and is able to see, hear, and
communicate directly with them. Doug is a negative energies specialist and chakra
healer.
Denise is a sensitive who can hear and sometimes see apparitions. She also has the gift of
clairsentience meaning she can sometimes communicate with spirits through her sense of
smell. She is a founder of the Southeastern Institute of Paranormal Research.

While Denise and Doug were at the WN on every occasion this year, family
responsibilities and a tornado kept Mandy and Ryann from joining us in person. Mandy
was, however, able to join us in the Zoom meeting.
Our findings were as follows:
Equipment used:

Digital Voice Recorders
IR Cameras
Various EMF Meters
Various Temperature Sensors
Various ITC (Inter-Transcommunication) Devices

Each evening lead investigators led participants as they investigated the house.
Digital photographs yielded no positive results.
Video footage yielded no positive results.
Audio recordings yielded several positive results.
Results for Saturday, September 19th:
1. “Can you wave? NO” - We began the investigation in the East Parlor. Mandy
and Ryann were seated on the floor with the SLS Camera. The SLS Camera
utilizes and Infrared light sensor together with a monochrome CMOS sensor
that is used to “map” spirit forms within any given space.
Our first instance of Electronic Voice Phenomena (EVP) on this night
occurred as Mandy and Ryann were monitoring the SLS Camera and noticed a
figure sitting in the parlor chair by the fireplace.
Mandy asks “Can you wave to us?” A male voice can be heard saying “No”.
2.

“Extra” - A Digital Voice Recorder (DVR) was left in the “Sisters Room”.
The team was moving from upstairs to the basement. We can be heard in the
background as a voice says something like “Extra”.

3. “You Know What?” - As the team was seated in the dining room, a female
voice can be heard saying “you know what?”

Results for Friday, October 16th:
1. “Why?” – An ITC device known as “Cindy Lou Boo”, a talking teddy bear,
was left in Joel Chandler Harris’ bedroom. The bear asks “Can you finish this?”
and proceeds to knock “Shave and a Hair Cut, 2 bits! However before getting to
the “2 bits”, Cindy Lou asks the spirits at the WN “Can you finish this?” A
whispering voice can be heard asking “Why?”.
2. “Yes” – Cindy Lou asks “Do you know what time it is?” A whispering voice
can be heard saying “yes”.
Results for Friday, October 23rd:
1. “I Told You” – As the team was leaving the sister’s room, a strong female voice
can be heard saying “I told you!”.
Results for Saturday, October 30th:
1. “Hey Buddy” – As Doug and I were waiting in the parlor for the investigation to
begin (Meredith was sharing about the history of the house and the Harris family),
Doug twisted and I heard his back crack. I conveyed to Doug that it sounded like
it hurt.
Doug said “All you have to do is keep your feet still and just twist.”
A male EVP can be heard talking over Doug and myself that says “Hey Buddy”
and then some unintelligible words before Doug can once again be heard saying
“keep your feet still and just twist”.
2. “Maybe” – While we were in the family room conducting an EVP session, I asked
“Do you like Seafood”? A faint woman’s voice can be heard just before I ask “Do
you like Fish?”. She seems to answer with the word “Maybe”.
Note: Shortly after this I sensed a woman spirit who showed me a beautiful
goldfish pond. I felt that visiting the pond on a beautiful day was a happy memory
for her. I asked Jim about gardens on the property and he explained that there
were many as the property was once “Snap Bean Farm”.
No other instances of EVP were captured.

Several anomalies occurred throughout the investigations as follows:
Hallway
Several shadow people were spotted in the hallway. These were fleeting as though spirits
were passing by, walking through the hallway.
East Parlor
A lot of activity still abounds in this room. A curious and intelligent female spirit
believed to be the beloved “help”, Chloe, peeks from behind the curtains as she
transitions between the East Parlor and the Family Room.
A residual energy also remains and is believed to be that of the funeral for little Charles
Collier Harris (1899-1903), Grandson of Joel Chandler Harris. The funeral plays itself
out over and over. The casket is seen at the window closest to the front door and
fireplace. The smell of flowers is sometimes heavy in the air.
Family Room
Chloe wonders from the East Parlor into the Family Room. Two young boys are believed
to enjoy this room as well. They seem to be curious about the piano.
Sister’s Room
A female adult walks from the fireplace to the closet – pacing back and forth. Another
female adultish spirit inhabits the room as well. They are believed to be Lillian and
Mildred, the daughters who shared the room in life.
Joel Chandler Harris’ Bedroom
Two male adult spirits reside in this room. One stands in front of the fireplace and the
other is believed to be Mr. Harris. A female spirit, previously spotted hanging around the
closet door, left the room in a seeming hurry.
Dining Room
Several spirits were sensed here consistently throughout the investigations. Doug sensed
that there is an adult male presence wearing a light-colored (possibly white) suit who
stands on the far wall next to the window that is closest to the kitchen. Mandy was able to
capture a glimpse of him with her camera on a previous investigation.
The spirit of two small boys were sensed here as well. There was an older female
presence. Denise’s hair was pulled twice during the investigations in the dining room –
once on 10/23 and again on 10/30.
Basement
Several spirits are believed to still inhabit the basement area. There are two men who
wander in and out, walking to the back and then towards the front to the basement door.
There is at least one female spirit who has been seen here as well.

In conclusion, we believe that there is paranormal activity at the Wren’s Nest. We believe
there is a residual haunting (meaning our sensitives are picking up on energies that are
like a recording from a moment in time that replays itself over and over), as well as
several intelligent hauntings (meaning the spirits interact with the investigators) at the
Wren’s Nest.
We would like to thank all those who attended these events. We were blessed to “meet”
so many wonderful people who have an interest in the paranormal and are multi-gifted
themselves! We’re hoping to see you in person again, soon!
We would like to express our sincere appreciation to Jim Auchmutey, Meredith Deeley,
and the spirits of the Wren’s Nest for affording us the opportunity to further our research.
We are so excited for this great opportunity and look forward to more investigations!
Sincere Thanks,
Denise Roffe
Founder
Southeastern Institute of Paranormal Research
678-267-0542
atlantaghosts@comcast.net

